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How High is Bashan’s Hill 
 
 
S________, 
  
     I am half way through your letter and will try to respond to that portion.  Please accept this 
quickly prepared reply.  First, regarding your former Bashan mentor who has not read the book 
sent to him.  You wanted me to send others thinking that they may catch his attention.  
Inspiration does not work that way; people do not usually know the issues that entice them until 
the Lord reveals them to them.  We do not know what we do not know; thus, we need to 
investigate any truth that exceeds our understanding.  He has the book, Murky Boggs, let him 
wrestle it for the blessing; receive the light therein, then ask for more.  Eventually, he will have 
to embrace the doctrines therein contained; why not start there.  This is better than having him 
hop scotch through all the work. 
  
     Regarding Bashan as the Hill of God; to take this to mean figurative Bashan and not the literal 
land in Palestine would require that the Kingdom will be established therein in Exeter MO as the 
text reads, “the Lord will dwell in it forever”.  We know that He is not even there now as they 
reject His testimony.  This, your friend will discover once he begins to read.  Bashan Hill, Exeter 
Missouri was never vaunted to be the literal land of the Bible; it was figurative to depict the 
literal.  This is manifest by the text also, “the hill of God is as the hill of Bashan: an HIGH hill 
AS the hill of Bashan”.  Being from Edmonton, a topographically flat area, you may be 
impressed with Bashan’s hill, but from Pittsburgh perspective, they are not very “high” at all.   
We call the lofty and raised lands here hills, but others who visit call them mountains.  We laugh 
at that reaction for a short drive into West Virginia, a 100 miles,  shows to all elevations of much 
greater stature and elevation.  We could never call our hills mountains living so close to the 
humbling ascensions of Virginia and West Virginia.  The point is that you can have hills much 
higher than Bashan’s and yet not have mountains.  This precludes any from interpreting Ps 68 to 
be literal; for the Lord would never be so reckless in speech as to term the elevations of Exeter 
Missouri, as High hills; He would not exaggerate or abuse adjectives.  Instead, He would be 
more precise and refer to that topography as mounds or humps or rolling hills —certainly not 
high hills.  To do so would not be descriptive, the very talent of the Word for such would leave 
no accurate adjective to describe Pittsburgh.  Bashan’s height refers to her doctrinal ascension 
above the rest of Davidia and Adventism.  The MSA, being that its founder, Derek and Vinnette, 
grew our stature therefrom.  Proof of this is that the MSA has never condemned the inspiration of 
MJB, the deceased porter.   Furthermore, the MSA does not disagree with Bashan as a feeding 
pasture; it does not presume that everyone therein will be saved; many will be lost.  However, as 
Mic four expresses, the king is of Bashan.  It says, “Why criest thou cry out aloud?  Is there no 
king in thee?”  The king, the mustard seed, is, by inspired, Bible edict  “in” Bashan.  Sadly, the 
folks at Bashan do not receive him.  If they did, then they could add to their elevation; they could 
be counted among the hills of PS 68 and be considered even higher; they could be saved with the 
king and become a people with whom the Lord will dwell forever.  I have never rejected Bashan, 
they rejected me; therefore, they, not Derek West, are the ones who left Bashan (again 
symbolically).  They do not even accept MJB’s counsel to never elevate the SOP above the 
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Bible.  The mustard seed graduates people higher on Bashan’s proverbial hill fulfilling Ps 68.   
Indeed, I salute the Lord’s statement, “I will bring again from Bashan, I will bring my people 
again from the depths of the sea”.  Again examine the figures of speech.  The people whom the 
Lord brings from Bashan are not high like her; instead, they are lower than any others on earth; 
they come from the depths of the sea.  Who are the Lord’s people?  Everyone that has a 
fellowship certificate with Bashan? —I think not.  It is the righteous, those that hear the Rod and 
the Lord; it is the sheep and not the bulls.  They are the high hills that convert the low lands, the 
sons of America’s former slaves.  What right does Derek have in revealing these things:  the 
porter authorized him; the porter, MJB  opened the door to the shepherd.  This was his mission 
and his greatest accomplishment; it made MJB a high hill.  Afterall, he was the founder and the 
porter.  Shall we discredit his leadership to substantiate that of His wife?  The MSA has never 
denied Bashan’s foundation of inspiration; it merely proves that the inmates now rule the 
asylum.   
  
     Regarding idolatry, let us be careful in our analysis and take care to consider the context.  
Such a tactic could have spared you and me some work.  Deut seven tells us of the danger of 
bringing the idols of the heathen into our house; it yields a curse.  This counsel reins today in full 
integrity as you agree.  But you are entangled in the medium of destruction, by fire.  To address 
this, you must consider the theme of the chapter.  It begins by saying, “When the Lord thy God 
shall bring thee into the land…the graven images of their gods shall ye burn with fire…”  
After the 40-year-wilderness experience, the church would migrate from the dessert into the land 
of Canaan.  Afterwards, the people were to uncover, upon possessing Canaan, the idols which 
the former inhabitants worshipped and left behind.  Part of the cleansing of the land was to 
destroy the people “verse two”; with that destruction, they were to destroy the false gods.  If they 
did not but instead were to bring them into their houses, this would create a dilemma that we can 
appreciate today, they would become accursed.  Thus, Israel was commanded to burn the idols 
with fire.  I find not credible basis to apply this tactic out of context, requiring people to burn 
their idols, today.   A trip to the dumpster seems scripturally satisfactory.  If, however, upon our 
return to Canaan, we find the same things when we enter into the land, being that it will be our 
new home, then you may have a basis for your application of this text.  The message today 
requires that we eliminate the idols that we have either made or brought into our homes.  Fire is 
not necessary to remove the effect of their influence.  We have not worshipped them, as did the 
Canaanites, we were ignorant of their hazard; we must simply do as Jacob’s example provides, 
get rid of them.  Jacob’s method was to bury them under the oak.  This is not a command; it is a 
historic account and a symbolism.  The command that Jacob gave to the household was simple, 
“put away the strange gods among you”.  This is our commission. 
  
I will try to address the rest of your letter later. 
  
Sincerely, 
  
Derek  
  


